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Deepak Chopra presents ten lessons to help build awareness and change the distorted energy
patterns that are the root cause of aging, infirmity, and disease.Fifteen years after his number
one New York Times best seller, Ageless Body, Timeless Mind, Deepak Chopra revisits "the
forgotten miracle" – the body's infinite capacity for change and renewal. You cannot take
advantage of this miracle, Chopra says, unless you are willing to completely reinvent your body,
transforming it from a material object to a dynamic, flowing process. "Your physical body is a
fiction," Chopra contends. Every cell is made up of two invisible ingredients: awareness and
energy.Transformation can't stop with the body, however; it must involve the soul. The soul –
seemingly invisible, aloof, and apart from the material world – actually creates the body. Only by
going to the level of the soul will you access your full potential, bringing more intelligence,
creativity, and awareness into every aspect of your life.Reinventing the Body, Resurrecting the
Soul delivers ten breakthroughs – five for the body, five for the soul – that lead to self-
transformation. In clear, accessible terms, Chopra shows us how to commit ourselves to deeper
awareness, focus on relationships instead of consumption, embrace every day as a new world,
and transcend the obstacles that afflict body and mind.Deepak Chopra has inspired millions
with his profound teachings over the years. His best-selling books have explored the mind/body
connection and the power of spirit. With his latest book, he invites you to experience with him the
miracles that unfold when we connect the body directly to the awesome mysteries that give life
meaning – directly to the soul. When you have completed this journey, after reinventing your
body and resurrecting your soul, the ecstasy of true wholeness becomes possible for the very
first time. 

“This is an original, gracefully written study of Paris fashion, one that manages to say as much
about national character, in a sense, as it does about the rise and fall of hemlines. . . . I would not
only recommend it to anyone interested in the psychology of clothes, but to anyone planning a
sejour in France – as much required reading, say, as the Green Guides of Michelin.” ―Los
Angeles Times Book Review“[Steele's] book offers many insights and pleasures, including some
excellent quotations.” ―The New York Times“An impressive compendium of information.” ―The
New York Times Book Review“Anne Hollander, Valerie Steele, and Bill Cunningham are
members of a small band of American critics and scholars now writing and talking about fashion
with knowledge of the business, the craft and the art. They know its history and its meaning . . . .
Above all they respect their profession and grant it due importance.” ―Dress: Journal of the
Costume Society of America“A mine of novel information and fascinating illustrations, Valerie
Steele's book is good to look at and good to read.” ―Eugen Weber“An innovative renewal of a
subject all too often explored ploddingly. Ms. Steele enhances brilliantly the eternal appeal of



French couture.” ―Palmer White, author of Schiaparelli“Once I started reading, I could not stop!
Valerie Steele's book is wonderfully witty, pleasurable to read and so well documented. It is one
of the best complete studies on Paris fashion that I have ever come across.” ―Jean-Michel
Tuchscherer, Former Curator, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston“Steele's book is a richly textured
analysis of sources - artistic, economic, literary, social, and it is a perfect book to recommend to
students and many others beside.” ―CostumeAbout the AuthorValerie Steele is the Director of
The Museum, at the Fashion Institute of Technology.
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Donna Miesbach, “Thank you, Deepak!. This book is rich with insights that confirm what science
is discovering and ancient wisdom has always known, namely that there is much more to the
"physical" body than what you see. More and more, we are hearing that the body is a flow of
energy and intelligence, that it has no boundaries, and that the body and the mind are
inseparably connected. In this amazing book, Deepak doesn't just describe that process, he tells
you the part you play in making the body what it is. He explains how your state of mind affects
every part of your body. Then he shows you how to tune your mind to a subtler level, and he tells
you who the "you" is that is doing all this.For so long, we have thought of ourselves as a body
that is conscious, but we have had the formula backwards. We are spiritual beings who are using
a physical body for this space/time experience. Learning to think of ourselves as eternal beings
opens us to what Deepak calls our immortal nature, whose home is the field of consciousness
that is creating all that we see and know. Deepak tells us that when we come in contact
consciously with that field, as we can do during meditation, "the brain mirrors it and the body has
no choice but to shift. When that shift happens, the soul expands beyond its normal boundaries,"
and we begin to experience the wholeness that is the very substratum of Who and What We
Are.Having said all that, Deepak then goes on to explain what life can be like when we connect
consciously to the infinite aspect of our being. That connection changes our behavior even at the
level of the soul, and when the soul changes, "the whole dance changes with you."Connecting
with life at this deep level teaches us experientially that we are not just this body. We are
unbounded awareness, and at that level, to quote Deepak, "You are enough. You are everything
you need."How to live at this level? He talks about that, too. "Giving opens the flow," he tells us.
"There will always be enough of what your soul has to give, so trust the flow. Look for the larger
picture. Think on the cosmic scale. And always seek the highest outcome. The deeper your
awareness, the richer your creation."In other words, we create ourselves - and our life - at the
level of the soul. And just in case you hadn't thought of this yet, he concludes by telling us not
only that the soul is our sacred body, "it is the junction point between infinity and the relative
world."The mind can only take us so far, but "where thinking fails, consciousness is free to go on.
The process of reinventing the body and resurrecting the soul is a journey, and the journey never
ends." This is an amazing piece of work. I've read it three times already, and no doubt will be
referring to it for a long time. If you are looking for a way to expand your boundaries and get in
touch with your deeper self, then this book definitely is for you.”

Ana, “Very good. Book is in very good condition, which is what was promised!  So happy with it!”

H. Flanagan, “A book about healing yourself in every way.. This was a good read for me. Quite
eye opening...At the time I was going through a transformation in my life. Jaded by Dogmatic
religions and feeling like Frederich Nietche this gave me a new sort of approach to bettering



myself mentally physically as well as spiritually . I now know how to heal my body mind and spirit
and keep myself on a better path. Truly inspirational book... made me begin researching a lot of
holistic medicine, get away from prescription drugs. Distancing myself from toxic people and
situations. And even meditating or simply taking a 10 minute rest from the rat-race really does
amazing things. (slight personal digression there ;) Deepak goes at life from every conceivable
angle (Sciences of Psychology and Medicine as well as spirituality {more so than typical
religious dogma} Keep an open mind when you read this one and you can get a lot from it.”

FAITH, “Good inspirational book. Good soulful inspirational book”

steven johnson, “life is Soul?GOD...Oneness. great read...he is a doctor...MD so he still has a
body/material cell/energy system/idea going...everything else is spirit so i like his writing...good
message the Soul/God within is ALL in ALL”

Ashley Morisette, “Good read!. Really enjoyed this book! I finished it in two days & when I love a
book I pass it on so I gave it to aGirl on the airplane on my vacation!”

Miss Lisha, “Great Book Resource. Book is in excellent condition, super fast delivery! Will buy
again.”

Lucinda, “My friends have bought this book also and have enjoyed it.. So interesting and true.
Through my own experiences I know that what is written in this book is so true!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Reinventing the Body, Resurrecting the Soul: How to Create a New Self.
This book I bought on a whim and I am glad that I did. I have known for a long time that our
bodies are a reflection of our mind. When we get annoyed our body lets us know in the solar
plexus that we are tense. When we are frightened, our pupils dilate, our breathing quickens, our
palms sweat and our mouths go dry. There is no mystery in this, it is a fact. After the event we
are still able to feel the physical effects of what happened for a long time and it does not take a
great leap of the imagination to suppose that some of the effects we feel may be cumulative
causing long term damage. This is one of the reasons why meditation is so very good for you
and why proper breathing and taking control not only of our minds, but our feelings and our
views and beliefs is vital for health. I was not aware of the possibility of changing our genes and
this is a concept I will look into further.A previous criticism of this book was that someone
enjoyed all the works of Deepak Chopra and chose to have cosmetic surgery. I do not see a
conflict here. I can enjoy meditation and this does not mean that I will never have a glass of
wine. We live our lives the best way that we can and if we choose to enjoy reading and at the
same time engage in surgery - so be it.This book does help us to connect at a very basic level
with ourselves and with our feelings but it should not be confused with a manual on - if you do
(a) then (b) is the outcome - common sense and knowledge is the key to living your life in a way



that is harmonious to yourself and to the planet.Someone once said ( I am sorry I have forgotten
who) that an unexamined life is no life at all. After reading this book you will be more aware of
what you are doing not only to others but also yourself.There has been a lot of talk recently
about various authors not being genuine. You are not expected to be a child and read a book
and blindly follow it word for word. Part of adulthood is asking yourself the question "Does this
feel right to me" If the answer is yes then go for it and if not then stop and re-evaluate what it is
that is troubling you. All I ask is that you read the book and make your own mind up.For my
money this is one book which will remain on my bookshelf for years to come. It is an important
work and one that deserves more than one reading.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Brilliant read.”

N Adham, “Five Stars. amazing book”

The book by Summer Fisher has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 616 people have provided feedback.
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